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To whom it may concern

Cover letter – “1012492767112383 - Focal subarachnoid haemorrhage mimicking transient ischaemic attack - do we really need MRI in acute stage”

Munich, 30th of March 2014

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

We are very pleased that our article now met your requirements!

Please excuse the delay in our response and now find attached our point-by-point response including the extensions still pending

Yours sincerely,

Lorenz Ertl on behalf of all authors.
1. “Please be advised that manuscripts must include a “Competing interests” section.”

Now included

“The authors declare that they have no competing interests.”

2. „For manuscripts with more than one author, all BMC Series journals require an Authors' Contributions section to be placed after the Competing Interests section.”

Now included

“LE and DM carried out the data collection, participated in the image analysis and drafted the manuscript. MDS participated in the data collection, revised all clinical data and helped to draft the manuscript. JL helped to draft the manuscript and participated in the design of the study. GSA designed the study, participated in the data collection and the image analysis and helped to draft the manuscript. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.”

3. „If a language editor has made significant revision of the manuscript, we recommend that you acknowledge the editor by name, where possible. “

Now included

“We thank Ms. Kathie Ogston for editing our medical writing.”

4. „As you have used patient data in the Table 1 of your manuscript, we would require consent to publish images from the 7 patients. If you are unable to produce this then you would have to remove any patient identifiers from the tables, i.e sex and age.”

Unfortunately we cannot provide a detailed consent to publish images from our patients. On the other hand – as suggested during the reviewing process – we have removed all figures, so that no image material will be published in the current version. For we consider age and sex of our patient to be of importance, we would prefer not to removed it from Table 1. If you still consider this to be problematic, please give us a short message and we will remove it. Thank you!